
Start at the Pinnacle of Life  

Chapter 15: Noodles 

  The hot spot DJ shouted: 

   "Thank you for V16 Katang Shaoxi for mentioning a set of the great dragon, where 

is the hello.. huh..?" 

   The spotlight hit Tang He, making him stupid. 

   Before today, he was a kid who didn't know anything. The places he went to were 

nothing more than milk tea shops, stadiums, and Internet cafes. 

   Where has he seen such a scene? 

   "Don't stand stupidly, get up and wave your hand, and come over with a little girl?" 

   Qin Yu reminded him by bumping his elbow. 

   Bun was still a little dazed when he got up, waiting to find everyone was 

applauding and cheering. 

Sister    saw his eyes full of hot, this kid was excited at once. 

   raised his fist and waved upwards, his mouth still screamed "Woo~" 

   Two ice buckets containing six ace of spades are placed on the left and right 

center of the table. 

   followed by various snacks, fruit plates, and three dozen beers presented in the 

store. 

   "Brother Yu, these are all from the store, what else do you need?" 

   Things come up, all arranged properly. 

   Xiaojie then asked him to enter the password. 



   The details are full of sincerity, which makes people feel like spring breeze. 

   Mainly there is a summer breeze golden dragon holding the scene outside. 

   The only one in the world, there is no place to rent it! 

   In comparison, what is the consumption of less than 70,000? 

  Enter the password, and Qin Yu chooses to use the'Alcohol Critical Strike 

Cashback Card. ’ 

  ‘Are you sure to use: Alcohol Critical Strike Cashback Card. ’ 

  ‘OK. ’ 

  ‘Ding, congratulations on getting...100 times cash back. ’ 

  ‘The source of funds has been revised...’ 

  ‘All income comes from the international futures market, please rest assured to use 

it. ’ 

   "Your 5898 savings account has been credited to 5,000,000 yuan, the balance..." 

   This time the amount of funds is a bit large, and the system has modified the 

source channel. 

  The international futures market is very spiritual! 

   5 million sounds like a lot. 

   But in the futures market, even a small splash can't be splashed! 

   deserves to be a system, stable! 

   "Also... do you want to let people in?" 

   Nightclub rubbing wine is a kind of culture, and the whole big dragon is not just for 

drinking. 



   The young ladies on the dance floor across the street are ready to move, just 

waiting for someone to speak. 

   "Put a few in, clean, and take out all the beer." 

  If he wants to drink beer, he won't ask for it directly, three dozen beer? 

   Who is the ace of spades on the table for? 

   "Withdrawn?" Xiaojie was taken aback first. 

   "Okay, I will make arrangements." 

   This time Xiaojie is really sure, eldest brother is real. 

  壕 the inhuman kind... 

   Brother Huan ordered the Shenlong set, and he usually kept it for several times to 

drink! 

   Open a bottle first and save the rest of the wine. 

   Ask someone to bring up the wine next time you come. 

   The atmosphere and ceremony just now come again... the scene! 

   He has also seen the light spot without drinking! 

   Only drink the free beer and save all the wine. 

   One set can last a whole year. 

   Every time I come to bring up a drink, the atmosphere and the ceremony are 

equally important. 

   Why? 

   is naturally for the purpose of picking up girls, and the atmosphere is so tight. 

   just don’t drink! 



   Hanging up until the sister saves the wine and leaves, absolutely. 

  It is a torture to meet such a person! 

   Those big brothers are LOW compared to the Yu brother in front of them. 

   asked people to quickly take away the beer, "Brother Yu, I will open one for you 

first?" 

   This must be asked, the older brother said I didn’t let you open it. 

   He has to buy the wine list himself, and there is nowhere to go. 

  Here, customers are God! 

   "Fully open, not enough to click again." 

   "Fully open? Understand." Xiaojie learned again, is full open okay? 

  Papa~ 

  The wine on the table is all opened. 

   "Brother Yu, I'll make arrangements." 

   "Well, remember, be clean!" 

"necessary." 

   "Brother Yu, isn't it necessary to be so big?" Baozi said while looking at a table of 

wine. 

   "How much is this bottle worth?" 

Dr.    picked up the black and gold version of the ace of spades, "I bet it's worth at 

least half." 

   "Leave it alone, remember what we said before?" 



   Qin Yu picked up the wine and poured it over and said, "If someone sends it 

someday, I must arrange for the brothers to go crazy." 

   Baozi said nostalgic: "Ten years of cold window, I really waited, I thought I had to 

wait until the next life." 

   "Wait, it's really a cold window of ten years!" The doctor said with wide-eyed eyes. 

   From the second grade of elementary school, the three of them became 

classmates. 

  I was in the same class until I graduated from high school. It's incredible to think 

about it. 

   "I'm going to separate things this time, I will go to Hudu tomorrow, I don't know 

when my brothers can get together again!" 

   Qin Yu is also full of emotion, once people are separated, their circles are different. 

   Feelings faded unconsciously. 

  He sincerely hopes that the third brother will be able to get together from time to 

time like he is now! 

   "Don't talk about these unhappy ones, let's go one!" 

   "Cheers." 

   "Dry." 

   After a while, Xiaojie returned with six young ladies. 

   "This is Brother Yu, this is Tang Shao, Gao Shao." 

   "Brother Yu... Tang Shao... Gao Shao." 

   The six young ladies each choose their goals, and they sit down surrounded by 

them, one on the left and the other on the right. 



   Scanning system: 

Li Huan: 

   Age: 19. 

   Yan value: 82. 

   Body: 79. 

   Freshness: 87. 

  …… 

   Scanning system: 

   Zhang Qiqi: 

   Age: 20. 

   Face value: 85. 

   Body: 90. 

   Freshness: 85. 

   The quality of the two girls is good, let’s look at the girls next to Tang He and Gao 

Bo. 

   The quality is uneven, and the freshness is all 80+. 

   Xiaojie's work has been done to the extreme. 

   In fact, all six sisters are Xiaojie’s personal resources. 

   Who does the night show, who doesn’t have a few beautiful little brothers and little 

sisters resources. 

   It is not easy to call out all the time. 



   Fortunately, Yu Ge's arrangement and car are awesome. 

   and the others are all here, Xiaojie points to Qin Yu in the middle. 

   "Remember to call it Brother Yu, it's up to you if you can win it." 

   "Xiaojie, UU reading www.uukanshu.com has a good arrangement, you have to do 

one!" 

   "Brother Xie Yu." 

   Xiaojie filled the cups for several people, and turned around and shouted: "Give 

me a bottle of wine!" 

   "What kind of wine, there is not enough wine on the table for you to drink?" 

   "I got a penalty of three cups!" Baozi said. 

   Xiaojie smiled bitterly, ‘Big Brother, you don’t play cards according to your routine! ’ 

   He has been working for so many years, and he hasn't seen the eldest 

brother'please' drink the ace of spades. 

   I learned it today. 

   "Yes, I will fine myself three cups!" 

   Xiaojie quickly finishes three cups, and fills them up to toast again. 

   "I respect you, Brother Yu." 

   "Well, you Xiaojie, you still want to irrigate me!" 

   Qin Yu smiled and picked up the wine glass: "Come on, have a drink." 

   "Thank you Brother Yu for giving me face, I will go down first." 

   After drinking it all, Xiaojie exited with a glass. 

   There is nothing to do with him next, and the big buddies will play their own way. 



   He has to go to the door and arrange the things the eldest brother explained. 

   "Brother Yu, I respect you." 

   Qiqi smiled and put the wine on his shoulder. 

   This woman was extremely active as soon as she came up, and she was not afraid 

of Qin Yu's thinking. 

   Or else, it’s just the mentality of having everyone play with each other! 

   is wearing a hot and **** dress, Huanhuan sitting with a suspender and a split skirt. 

   did not take the initiative to say hello, took a sip of the drink, and looked at the 

dance floor from time to time, very relaxed. 

   "Everyone, let's have a toast to celebrate today's meeting." 

   "Yes, to celebrate a predestined encounter, take one." 

   Bun is holding a wine glass with his right hand, and his left hand is already holding 

Jojo's water snake waist. 

   brother die. 

   Are you already taking off? ? ? 

 


